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Over the summer there have been 
two government consultations 
about proposals to dramatically 
change the planning system. The 
first included a new way of 
calculating the housing targets for 
councils and the second is a new 
approach to planning in the future. 

The proposed changes to the 
housing targets are particularly 
worrying because they would mean 
a 42% increase in the targets for 
Northamptonshire.  North 
Northamptonshire would be 

hardest hit with a 62% increase, 
with West Northamptonshire seeing 
a 24% increase.  CPRE 
Northamptonshire submitted a 
robust response objecting to the 
proposals, as did many of our local 
councils. The proposed changes to 
the planning system are no less 
worrying, not least because they 
seek to end the involvement of local 
councils in decisions about many 
planning applications.  At the core 
of the proposal is that there should 
be three types of planning zones 
that determine how applications 
are handled: Growth, Renewal and 
Protected. 

Growth areas are larger sites such 
as Sustainable Urban Extensions or 
areas for urban regeneration. 
Within growth zones outline 
planning permission is automatically 
granted, but local councils can 

attach a design guide in the plan to 
indicate how they expect sites to be 
developed. 

Renewal areas would be within the 
current built environment and 
include smaller sites in towns and 
villages. Like the current system 
there is a presumption in favour of 
development in Renewal zones. 

Protected areas have stringent 
controls on development.  These 
will include green belt, AONBs, 
conservation areas, local wildlife 

sites, flood risk and important green 
space. This designation can include 
areas of countryside that are not in 
the other two zones. This could be 
useful in Northamptonshire 
because we do not have any 
nationally protected landscapes, 
but it will be down to the Planning 
Inspectorate to decide what may be 
allowed. 

There seem to be good and bad 
points within the proposals but, as 
is so often the case, the devil will be 
in the detail. When the National 
Planning Framework Policy was 
introduced there were loopholes 
that resulted in many speculative 
planning applications gaining 
approval on sites that were never 
intended for development. 

We are currently composing a 
detailed response from CPRE 
Northamptonshire. 

The Planning White Papers 
- Brian Skittrall 
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In 2016 we received an extraordinarily generous 
donation of £10,000.  Without it we would in 2020 
be recording our fifth successive year of losses on 
unrestricted funds (four years is bad enough!).  
Cumulatively our losses over the five years to 
December 2020 are likely to amount to around 
£19,000.  Even with support from the Coronavirus 
Job Retention Scheme this year’s loss is currently 
forecast to exceed £10,000 - unsustainable in 
normal times, let alone in the era of Covid-19.  The 
trustees have therefore taken the difficult steps 
necessary to reverse this trend and, as a result, 
2021 should see our first surplus on unrestricted 
funds since 2016.  We will not be rich but we will 
thankfully have financial headroom. 

Right now it is difficult to see when we will be able 
to hold face-to-face fundraising events again.  We 
are, for the time being, totally dependent on 
subscriptions and the 50/50 draw for income.  We 
will manage but would like to do more than that.  
Peter Hopkins would welcome more 50/50 
participants – why not buy a ticket (or two) as a 
Christmas present for children or grandchildren?  
Not expensive at £12 a time and offering 
considerably better odds than Premium Bonds or 
the Lottery!  To join, email us at 
info@cprenorthants.org.uk or call 01604 780000.  If 
you feel able to make a donation to support our 
activities, that would be great.  This is not a formal 
appeal but, as acting treasurer, it would be remiss of 
me to pass up an opportunity to attract funds. 

Money Matters  
- Robin Jones 

Sally Hanrahan, who was CPRE 
Northamptonshire’s Education and 
Development Officer for 17 years, is no 
longer working for CPRE.   Her post was 
sadly made redundant at the end of 
August.   

Many of you will remember Sally at our 
social events and Planning Roadshows 
and we wish to pay tribute to her for the 
many years of service which she has 
given to CPRE Northamptonshire. She 
often went beyond the call of duty. She 
organised and headed up many 
promotional events for CPRE 
including our stand at the 
Rockingham Horse Trials where her 

warm welcome will be remembered by 
many. Sally was also keenly involved in 
the Northamptonshire Food and Drinks 
Awards, being there from its inception, 
and a keen promoter of locally sourced 
food and drinks. She also helped 
to source various grants and funding 
sources for CPRE Northamptonshire 
including funding for our Litter 
Heroes and our Northamptonshire 
Countryside Design Guide.  

We offer our thanks and appreciation 
to Sally for all that she did and wish her 
well for the future. Sally is choosing an 
equine painting as a parting gift from her 
friends at CPRE.  

Born in London, Andrew spent 
most of his early life in North 
Yorkshire and moved to 
Northamptonshire in 1997, after 
a decade spent in Wiltshire. For 
the past 12 years he has lived in 
the village of Orlingbury in the 
north of the county. He is 
married with one daughter and 
owns a lively Springer Spaniel! 

Andrew is an HR professional and 
Fellow of the Chartered Institute 
of Personnel and Development. 
He operated in senior roles at 
Nationwide Building Society and 
Prudential PLC and spent 10 
years within the Senior Civil 
Service.  This included 
appointments as HR Director for 
the Highways Agency and also 
the Department for Business. 

More recently he has been 
Director of People for The Law 
Society, and interim People 
Director for the National Autistic 
Society in London. 

He is currently Chair of the 
Wellingborough Civic Society and 
leads the organisation in its 
vision to improve 
Wellingborough. Delivering this 
involves Andrew engaging and 
communicating regularly with his 
membership and working closely 
with other community groups, 
planning officials, local 
councillors and the Member of 
Parliament when appropriate.  

Andrew has a great love of the 
countryside, enjoys rambling, 
visiting historic houses and 
gardens and has been a life-
member of the National Trust 
since 1981. He regularly spends 
time at Castle Ashby Gardens and 
also Canons Ashby. Andrew is 
interested in a wide range of 
issues around the natural 
environment, and especially in 
the promotion of rural life. He is 
keen to encourage more people 
to connect with the countryside 
so that they can enjoy its value 

and benefits. 

Goodbye to Sally 

Sally manning the stand at the Rockingham  
International Horse Trials in 2018 

Andrew Powles Profile 
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For many years, CPRE has campaigned 
against overhead high voltage power lines 
that cross our landscapes, blighting 
countryside views for miles – literally as 
far as the eye can see.  This campaign 
began in the thirties and was at its peak in 
the 1950s and 60s.  The cover page of our 
1964 Annual Report [picture] featured a 
400kV pylon.  

Two years later, the poet laureate John 
Betjeman wrote his lament for the 
countryside in the new age of the ‘white 
heat of technology’.  It starts: 

Encase your legs in nylons, 
Bestride your hills with pylons 

O age without a soul… 

Not sure about the nylons (did he wear 
them?), but at least he found a superb 
rhyme.  And he was right: why were our 
landscapes treated differently to 
residential and public buildings?  The 
technology has not yet been developed 
adequately, so yes, undergrounding high 
voltage power lines is costly.  But when 
architects design residential or public 
buildings, do they string cables across 
ceilings spaces to save the cost of putting 
them into hidden ducting?  Why should 
the ambience of the natural environment 
be held to different standards than  

the built one? 

In the decades to come, perhaps 
technology will develop away from huge 
regionalised power generators, making 
high voltage distribution redundant.  The 
next generation of city trams will be 
battery or hydrogen powered, obviating 
the need for ugly overhead cabling that 
despoils streetscapes. 

Back in the early years of this century, 
CPRE campaigners faced the dilemma of 
HS2.  Moving journeys from road to rail = 
good, tearing up ancient woodlands in the 
process = bad.  The route selected for HS2 
crosses the Buckinghamshire border into 
Northamptonshire under a high voltage 
electricity transmission line.  The original 
plan called for diversion of the power line, 
with new pylons erected, avoiding the 
track.  In 2013 the HS2 Environmental 
Statement map book showed an expected 
landscape view in 2026 (at that time, the 
planned opening year) - a new pylon is on 
the other side of the route from where a 
pylon stands today. 

CPRE Northamptonshire and CPRE 
nationally put the case to HS2 and 
National Grid: if a considerable upheaval 
was necessary anyway, why not go a 
stage further and underground the 
cables?  We were met with stony silence, 
but the pressure continued. 

Sir Paul Hayter (then branch chairman) 
wrote to local MP Andrea Leadsom in 
May 2015, congratulating her on her 
appointment as Minister of State at the 
DECC – which was quite fortuitous – and 
raising the matter: “…the route of the 
proposed line between Brackley and 
Turweston […] a proposal to move pylons 
and transmission cables from one side of 
the line to the other as part of the 
construction process.  Can CPRE ask you to 
support the case for undergrounding the 
cables as part of the move?  It would be a 
blessing for the countryside and help to 
make the building of the line there more 
acceptable”.   

The preliminary work ahead of the 
construction of the railway has started.  
An underground duct has been excavated 
for the 132kV cable.  Then the overhead 
lines and five large lattice pylons are to be 
removed, although for some obscure 
engineering reason there will be 

temporary pylons for a while.  The bad 
news is that the section going 
underground is quite short.  It still leaves 
miles of pylons and overground line 
striding across the countryside.  
Nevertheless, it is a small victory for our 
campaigning. 

Or should we reserve judgement until the 
trains are finally running? 

A Small Victory - Peter Hopkins 
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January to March 2020 :  

Meriel Gardner, Byfield £50  
Martin Gaskell, Kettering £40  
Jean Howell, East Haddon £30  

April to June:  

Robin Jones, Brixworth £50  
Blaise Nicholls, Geddington £40  
Mary Shirville, Cotterstock £30 

July to September : 

David Banner, Upper Heyford £50 
Sir Paul Heyter, Charlton £40 
Rick and Pat Dunsby, Broughton £30 

Recent  

Prize- 

winners 

Underground cable work next to the soon-
to-be-demolished Ballabeg Stables 

In our archives this photo is titled ‘The 
price of prosperity.’ 400 kilowatt pylons 

similar to those which threaten Stamford 
and the adjacent villages. 
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Applications for large solar 
farms in our county came to 
an abrupt halt in 2015 when 
the generous subsidies were 
withdrawn.  Since then the 
costs of solar PV panels have 
fallen significantly and we are 
once again seeing applications 
for large solar farms within 
the county. 

The first application that 
came to our attention was for 
a 38MW scheme covering 
over 60ha near to Grafton 
Underwood.  Our greatest 
concern with this scheme was 
that it would take over 30ha 
of prime agricultural land, 
something that is against both 
local and national policy.  The 
scheme was recently 
approved by Kettering, after 
some debate. 

The next scheme was a 49.9 
MW scheme covering 80ha 
between Crick and Yelvertoft.  
This includes a part of a 
Special Landscape Area and 
so would have a significant 
impact.  Two more schemes 
are in the early stages; a 76ha 
site between Greatworth and 
Helmdon and another 
49.9MW scheme on a 130ha 
site between Greatworth and 
Halse. 

It is striking that schemes are 
keeping below the 50MW 
limit so that they will be 
determined by the local 
council rather than being 
determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate as a Nationally 
Significant Infrastructure 
Project (NSIP). 

The Return of Large Solar Farms 
- Brian Skittrall 

Planning Updates 
- Alan Mayes 

Despite these difficult times there has still been activity on the 
Planning front. The Local Plans for Daventry District Council 
and South Northamptonshire District Council have both been 
adopted by their respective councils, taking on board the 
recommendations of the Planning Inspectors for each 
area.  Northampton Borough Council Local Plan has also had 
its final public consultation.  

In Brixworth, CPRE commented on the proposed extension of 
a business park into open countryside and this has 
subsequently been refused. Comments have also been made 
on two applications for a significant number of new houses in 
Greens Norton that are against the newly adopted Local Plan 
policies. In Corby we have been closely monitoring a proposal 
for large warehousing type development at Cowthick Pastures 
adjacent to the village of Stanion, which is contrary to the 
Development Plan.  

At a more regional level we have recently linked with CPRE 
Rutland, who are working on a Vision Statement. We also 
continue to receive information from the Oxford / Cambridge 
Arc working party within CPRE. It is trying to encourage a 
more transparent and democratic approach to the proposed 
transport and major development proposals between Oxford 
and Cambridge.  

Northamptonshire Covid 
Community Champions  
- Alan Mayes 

As we reported in the last 
issue of Outlook, the 
Northamptonshire Village 
Awards, sponsored by 
CPRE, would not be going 
ahead this year. We have 
also decided that we 
would not proceed with 
our Community Awards, 
due to the limited number 
of entries. 

However, in place of the 
Village Awards 
Northamptonshire ACRE 
have organized a Covid-19 
Community Champions 
recognition scheme, which 
again was reported in the 
last Outlook. Amazingly 
this has brought forward 

over 80 entries from 
throughout the county 
recording how they have 
and continue to support 
their communities during 
these difficult times. Each 
group will receive a 
certificate as a way of 
recognising the many 
different ways in which 
people have supported 
others during the Covid-19 
crisis.  

All entrants will be invited 
to an awards event on 12 
May 2021 at Hunsbury Hill 
Centre which will also 
serve as the launch of the 
Northamptonshire Village 
Awards 2021. 

Littering may not be at the forefront of people’s minds, but 
it’s astonishing how much rubbish continues to be thrown 
onto our verges. During lockdown many people ranged 
further in their daily walks, and their eyes were opened to 
how far beyond the boundaries the scourge had progressed. 
Then nature took over and did its best to cloak the horror 
beneath. As the verges die back, the scourge will once again 
be revealed. It is a great sadness that some regard the 
countryside as their bin.  

The CPRE litter campaign will be back in some form next 
year. It is to be hoped that communities will then be even 
more determined to clear their patch. In Wellingborough 
they had a late summer pickup on the 16 of September 
organised by Bob Parfitt and consisting of 4 local councillors 
and 2 Rotarians from the Hatton Lodge. The clean up took 
place in the alleyways between Winstanley Road, Knox Road 
and the car park and in one hour gathered 3 x bags of beer 
cans, 6 x bags of general litter and other large items. Well 
done to all involved. 

The Horror Beneath 
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